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Abstract: For a finite group G, we denote by ZG（resp. QG）the integral group ring（resp. rational 
group algebra）of G, and by U（ZG）（resp. U（QG））the unit group of ZG（resp. QG）. In this paper, we 
will give torsion units in U（ZG）which are not conjugate to trivial units in U（ZG）but are conjugate to 
them in U（QG）.
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1．Introduction
For a ring S, we denote by U（S）the unit group of S. We 
say that the element u in U（S）is the torsion unit if the 
order of u is finite.
For a finite group G, we denote by ZG the integral group 
ring of G. Then, obviously, ±g（∈ ZG）are torsion units in 
U（ZG）. These units are called trivial units in U（ZG）.
In this area, the following theorem is well-known：
Theorem 1.（c.f. ［3］）
Let G be a finite group. Then ZG has only trivial units if 
and only if G is an abelian group of exponent 2， 3， 4， 6 or 
G≅E×Q8, where Q8 is the quaternion group of order 8 and 
E is an elementary abelian 2-group.
We denote by Cn the cyclic group of order n, and Dn the 
dihedral group of order 2n.
Throughout this paper, Q, Z and N denote the set of 
rational numbers, the set of rational integers and the set of 
natural numbers, respectively.
The purpose of this paper is to give torsion units in ZDn 
which are conjugate to the trivial units in U（QDn）， but are 
not conjugate to them in U（ZDn）.
2．Cyclic algebras and representation
Let L be a finite Galois extension of the field K, with the 
Galois group G（L/K）. Suppose that G（L/K）is the cyclic 
group of order n, with the generator τ,
　G（L/K）≅Cn＝〈τ〉， τ n＝1.
Then we can construct the following cyclic algebra
　（L/K, u, a）＝Lu0 ⊕ Lu1 ⊕・・・・⊕Lun－1,
where（L/K, u, a）is the L-vector space of dimension n, 
with the basis｛u0, u1, ・・・・, un－1｝, and the relations un＝a and 
ulu－1＝τ（l）， for l ∈ L. Here, we identify u0 with the unity 
element of（L/K, u, a）， so we can identify Lu0 with L. 
Hence we may assume that L ⊂（L/K, u, a）.
Then the following theorem is well-known：
Theorem 2.（c.f. ［2］）
（1）（L/K, u, a）is a central simple K-algebra.
（2）（L/K, u, a）≅（L/K, us, as）for each s ∈ Z such that（s, 
n）＝1.
（3）（L/K, u, a）≅Mn（K）， if and only if a ∈ NL/K（L*）， 
where NL/K is the norm map and L*＝U（L）. In 
particular, when a＝1, （L/K, u, 1）≅Mn（K）.
In the case when a＝1,（L/K, u, 1）u＝Lu is the irreducible
（L/K, u, 1）- module, where u＝u0＋u1＋・・・＋un－1. The left 
action of（L/K, u, 1）is the following
　 （l1u0＋l2u1＋・＋ln－1un－1）x u＝（l1x＋l2τ（x）＋・・・＋ln－1τ n－1
（x））u, 
where, l1u0＋l2u1＋・・・＋ln－1un－1 ∈ （L/K, u, 1） and xu ∈ L u.
Using  this  module, we  can construct the matrix 
representation of（L/K, u, 1）,
　T：（L/K, u, 1）→ Mn（K）.
For a positive integer n, we denote by ζn the primitive n-th 
root of unity. and by Q（ζn）the n-th cyclotomic field.
Let Q（ζn＋ζn－1） be the maximal real subfield of Q（ζn）. Then 
Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1） is the cyclic extension and
　Gal（Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1））≅C2＝〈τ〉， τ 2＝1.
Using this field extension, we can construct the cyclic algebra
　（Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1）, τ , 1）＝Q（ζn） ⊕ Q（ζn）u
where u2＝1, and uζnu－1＝τ（ζn）＝ζn－1,
　 Then （Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1）, τ , 1）u＝Q（ζn）u＝Q（ζn）（1＋u） 
is the irreducible （Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1）, τ , 1）-module with 
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the left action ζn（xu）＝ζnxu and u（xu）＝τ（x）u,
　where ζn, u ∈ （Q（ζn）/Q（ζn＋ζn－1）, τ , 1） and xu ∈ Q（ζn）u.
　 Note that Q（ζn） can be considered as Q（ζn＋ζn－1）- vector 
space of dimension 2. We can choose its basis ｛1, ζn｝. So, 
we have
　Q（ζn）＝Q（ζn＋ζn－1） ⊕ Q（ζn＋ζn－1）ζn.
Using this basis, we can construct the matrix representation





where， a0， a1， b0， b1， ∈ Q（ζn＋ζn－1）.
3．Structure of QDn
Let n and d be the positive integers such that d is the 
divizor of n and 3≦d.
Write Cn＝〈σ〉, and Dn＝〈σ， τ│σn＝τ 2＝1， τστ－1＝σ－1〉.
Then there is an Q-algebra isomorphism
　
where σ is a generator of Cn, i.e. Cn＝〈σ〉, and d（X）is 
the d-th cyclotomic polynomial. And
　
Using these isomorphisms, we have
　
for 3 ≦ d, and
　
Therefore, when n is odd,
　
And, when n is even
　
　
where, we use the isomorphism
　
Therefore, when n is odd, there is a natural monomorphism
　
When n is even, there is a natural monomorphism
　
4．Construction of units in ZG
In ［5］, we have given a method of construction of 
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5．Proof of the Main Theorem
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